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server

across several machines.

across these server threads is performed

to a service control

space of the

mechanism

other services can be developed:

may be distributed

and transparently
activity,

Core

may be invoked

The Media Server provides

threads which

the protected

an excellent

services, A server application

schema (which

RPC was chosen over

for data access to both reduce

within

provide

of a schema and a set of procedures

to be built where all state is

maintained

executing

database environment

that are used by hundreds of client applications.

5.

pro-

Real-time
Providing

access to the data.
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billing

service.

Stream Server
isochronous

data access is an inherently

different

problem
time

from

traditional

component.

Media

playing

types of data access that lack the real-

Therefore,

the

real-time

components

of

education

Server are segmented from the other parts by a scheduling

‘{fire-wall”.
through

All access into the real-time

scheduling

request will
granted

dispatchers

which

access. The

the current

real-time

system

scheduler

takes CPU,

resources into account when analyzing
Even with
become

the scheduler

over-committed,

disk

or fuzzy

that the system does not

service a large number of concurrent

●

be reliable

●

store an enormous

about renting

media and different

movement

of

5.2

servers

●

allocate bandwidth

●

be portable to any viable server hardware platform.

The real-time

stream server provides
and rewind,

frame advance and rewind,

frame

still

and advance

to those found only in very high quality

studies have shown that what consumers like least

random positioning,

since each places a different
depending

telephone

scheduling

load upon hardware

on the videolaudio

server is a magnetic

this, the real-time

for various levels of reliability.
failure

point

in the isochronous

disk drive. This is largely

with mean time between failures

system,

(MTBF)

because the disk

ure on a regular

individual

of disk drives,

frequent

disk drive

In the simplest

The real-time

model, a stream is merely a string of contigu-

ous bits which must appear at the decoder at a particular
server is responsible

for accepting

one to prematurely

terminate

a command

a stream.

without

rate. The
streams

would be easy to allocate, schedule, and deliver. Maximum

service

dancy (e.g. RAID)

is not so simple.

During

dictive

the

For example,

button on the remote control,

the server must stop delivering
buffers

between

remove

exactly

must communicate

fast as possible

so that the server may queue from that point so

that it will be ready for the subsequent play command.
They

all involve

to

of CPU processing.

into the real-time

scheduler

to disk redun-

Disks also go offrecalibration,

service.

interruptions

without

On any system with

the scheduler

without

disturbing

two dimensions

chain controller

in order to provide

to rebuild

the volume

The system

configuration

for disks; the

of reliability

simultaneous

disk failures

failures. The ability

through both disk and controller

to continue

failures

or multiple

disk

uninterrupted

play

solves the largest reliabil-

methods.

communications

provides entry points not only for all the different

a soft-

This module

rate controls,

the spatial resolution,

temporal

engine to stay independent
By providing

resolution

component

accept routing

rate), tunneled

and controlled

taneously

data, the stream service not only provides
but also is part of the hypermedia
Media

0bjects5.

rich real-time
interactive
Thus,

during

stream playback.

service determines

When the net-

that a stream needs to be re-

switch to re-route the signal and simul-

the stream server where it should send the data.

This happens on the fly, without

having to restart the stream.

of

stream

5. Oracle Media

environ-

in addition

informs

backbone

from a piece of hardware out-

stream server. To cope with this, the system can

routed, it tells the network

server

playback

most likely

commands

work management

of which codec is used for each stream.

random entry ability

by Oracle

(frame

allows the real-time

failure,

side the real-time

but

entry points to allow the caller to reduce or enlarge

data rate, etc. This modular

as

stream playback.

ity challenge present in the real-time server.
The second most common failure is a network

ware module handles all the aspects of that algorithm.

that a

and load in a new one. It then requests

from

against both multiple

Each of these

algorithm,

any

disks that

when the Media Server has determined

the maximum level of continuous guaranteed service.
As described above, there are multiple
video compression
For each compression-decompression

pre-

the sys-

system manager can select what storage overhead to incur to guard

changes of bit rate, hard-to-predict

disk seeks, and large amounts
must be factored

provides

are even more complex

approaches

but real-time.

these temporary

the bad canister

resource bandwidth

commands

failures

disk has failed and needs to be replaced, it prompts the operator to

where the set-top box was paused. So the server and set-top box

The other VCR control

disk

so the details cannot be dis-

the day due to thermal

of real-time

may be hot-swapped,

bits

the server

and the set-top box, the server has no way of determining

and correct

analysis checks, etc. As with disk failures,

ride through

interruption

if the user presses the pause

Since there are network

failure

tem will

of a stream, many events may require the stream server

ment provided

could

data flow. The approach used is

proprietary,

are anything

line many times during

the real world

to change its behavior.

the real-time

cussed in this paper) since traditional

levels could be easily computed.
Unfortunately,

server can identify

interrupting

unique (and unfortunately

to start a stream and

In this model,

playback

online,

failures

render large amounts of content inaccessible.

time scheduler.

also provides

disk fail-

basis. For a system with many terabytes

and thousands

demands upon the real-

parts. Even

of 1,000,000 hours, sys-

tems with large farms of disks will experience

In

codec being used, each of

these special modes may place different

have to become as reliable

To achieve

drives are the only part of the core system with moving

it is

resources.

they will

system.

By far the most common

controls

and rewind,

etc. However,

budgeted

servers take on more and more of the commu-

tasks of consumers,

as the current

forward

it

Reliability

nication

full VCR-like

slow

not simple to fit these features into a real-time

implement.

and the digital

server can be configured

to the user: fast forward

temporarily.

and choose to continue

content never becomes worn

movies is having to return them. In fact, people dis-

As information

between parts of the system

Stream control

playback

their houses. They can

a movie and select another.

like this so much that late return fees are a significant,
amount of data and coordinate

supe-

percentage of a video rental store’s income.

through any reasonable hardware or software failure

that data between different

addition,

overuse,

are equivalent

VCRs. Finally,

streams, each with indepen-

dent control

5.1

from

capabilities

on the real-

experience

in many ways. Users can

leaving

through

an hour, day, or year later, the digital

It must:

●

without

They can stop a movie half way through

and memory

there are many constraints

time server design and operation.

by normal videotape

change their minds half-way

the

a request.

ensuring

features make the consumer

choose movies in minutes

if the request can be

and then schedule

and video hyperlinks.

rior to that provided

analyze the load any given

load,

at a user’s request, the server can play video or

Stream control

section of the server goes

make on the system, determine

given

movies

audio clips in response to other services, such as home shopping,

the

ronment

to

Objects

scope of this paper.
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is an authoring

and runtime

for client devices whose discussion

envi-

is beyond the

Software

failure

is a third potential

wall”

are independent

should interrupt
time

stream

disk rebuild

“fire-

offline

from each other, so a single software failure

at most a handful

service

frequently,

the stream

point in the system quickly

small

to the user. Once the service

disruption

detects the software

fault, it immediately

ability

scheduler

allows

margin of maximum

can be

It is transparent

manager

serving

restarts the parts of the

redundancy

and independent

are part of the basic architecture

of the Media

placing these elements into every service, a complex
diagnosed and restored to normal operation

the system to be used within

manager

restart-

to the administrator
movies;

any combination

In addition,

system can be

if the network

one stream to multiple

in the shortest possible

Since different

(more generally,
content

‘home shopping

bandwidth

(feature-length

videos) will

terns, the server allows

have different

classic

cost, bandwidth,

on a variety

and capacity

Current

of

system
might

jukebox

manages

disk drive

off-line

prices currently

storage

system

tape to an online

disk and finally

to RAM.

at approximately

to store in RAM

With

where

By requiring

optical

Server is portable
tems, ranging

a 2-

through

storage. This same

sively

and about $50 to store on

decision

at any time. When a decision

bandwidth

to staging data between multiple

on a single server, it can also move between
speed inter-server

network

backplane.

storage

staging

from

system,

just like

6.

retrieving

from offline

is equivalent
messaging

is minimrd,

the movie
to provide

the movie
limited

waiting

is playing,
full rewind

is loading

from

for the entire movie

content

a sequential

6.1

Interconnect

bandwidth

networks

being deployed

is the limiting

is

networks,

CPU power is plentiful.
gories:

reading

from

This bandwidth
external

I/O devices

internal routing of the data within
ing of the data over the network.
a well

balanced

system

into three cate-

complex

As described above, the real-time

job. It must mix in bandwidth

to

servers and clients

of layers 3 (network)
of

it does not

other

networks;

to deal with the network
to consumer-based

topolo-

networks.

is composed of one or more underlying

as a directed

The topology

of the

graph whose vertices are nodes

nodes or endpoints)

and whose edges are data

is a point in the network

through

which data is routed.

between a node and an operating

system process or

A single process may allocate
may allocate

several nodes,
nodes indepen-

The edges of the graph are directed, which means that each
data link specifies the direction in which data can be sent. Some
data links are bidirectional.

that it must be

entire network

become

To a user of Media

appears bidirectional.

those two nodes may communicate.

streams in
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Net, however,

the

That is, given any two verti-

ces, if there is a cycle in the graph that includes

scheduler has a very

requests from

networks

For the most part, the

dently.

these three, the cost

scheduled precisely, or one segment of it may temporarily
overloaded.

backbone that rdlows

asymmetric

functionality

and many processes on a machine

such as disk or tape,

requires

of

on features

it is operating-sys-

for application

of traffic common

machine is arbitrary.

per stream can be minimized.
Building

the existing

is described

The mapping

the server, and the external routBy balancing

present in all hardware,

each with their own characteristics.

Anode

stream server.

being used today,

is divided

thousands

links (0S1 Layer 2).

factor not only in the

Even with the high data and video bandwidths

many

of the 0S1 reference model. However,

(either intermediate

but also in the real-time

delivering

machines

since the system depends only

Layer

Network

network

Scheduling

up to mas-

A Media Net network

to the amount the server has loaded ahead of the user’s cur-

Bandwidth

of streams

machines

since RPC serves to hide these details.

gies and quantities

rent frame.
5.4

a handful

(SMP)

instead, it augments their ability

to load.

fast forward

serving

with each other transparently.

seek to replace

Of course, since

medhrm,

workstations

(MPP)

and 4 (transport)

is cached in either disk or

and still capabilities.

plat-

on a wide range of sys-

Oracle Media Net is an implementation

features

When content is loading from a tape, the user is given control
without

the Media

multiprocessor

level of exposure of the network

to

of Media Net are used.
as soon as possible

kernel,

and new hardware

Media Net

communicate

tape. When data is moved between different

storage media or between servers, the reliable

real-time

services scattered across heterogeneous,

servers over a high-

server

parallel

cycle.
yet pro-

for each implementation.

a low-level

Media Net provides the communication

tiers of storage

Because of the design of the

another

from

symmetric

portably,

tem independent.

user requests.
In addition

a 2–3 year product

among many existing

that must be minimally

that

is made to move a piece of

content, this request is scheduled into real-time

only

streams, In addition,

tape. Where the content resides at any given time is deter-

mined by the server but a human server manager can over-ride

have

forms. The Media Server can be delivered

commodity

$600/gigabyte,

costs $800 to store on magnetic

movie costs $40,000
off-line

a multi-tiered

be staged from

to magnetic

hour movie

RAM

platforms

vide a high level of integration

movies

While

server

Because of this, the server code must be written

charac-

teristics.
The

who split from the

pack.

Portability

5.5

revenue and usage pat-

the data to be stored

devices, each with different

concurrent

movies,

when one

keys, because the server

must start a new stream to service the customer

per time per cost),

movies,

that stream at nearby points.

becomes more complicated

of the users hits the pause or fast-forward

the key metric in serving video is megabytes per

in

the system can “piggyback”

5.3

Financially,

and the

about disk layout

connected to the server supports routing

households,

Of course, this optimization

Capacity

the system is
or thousands of

for one load pattern or another.

users onto other users already playing

second per dollar

data,
a small

is possible,

does not have to make decisions

order to achieve better performance

Server. By

whether

thousands of streams of the same movie

time.

Storage

Net application

capacity, yet still ensures that no stream will

streams of different

and software

Media

ever glitch.

with only a

system that failed.
Hardware

mode, others which are being fast-forwarded,

processes, downstream

media requests, and requests to and from other servers. The

real-time

of streams. Because the real-

checkpoints

restarted from a different
service

normal play-forward

source of system failure.

For the most part, pieces of the system behind the real-time

Routing

the two vertices,

mechanisms

hide the

not a node, so one node may have several addresses. The clouds in

unusual topologies.
Data links may either be packet-switched
Using

a packet-switched

number

of endpoints

switched

link,

link,

data may be directed

by specifying

data sent from
or bidirectional.

1P are bidirectional

its address. Using
Circuit-switched

For example,

circuit-switched

switched

6.2

links

X.25, ATM

link. UDPflP

facilities

a completely
would

of transport

since
Media

need only be present when a packet must enter or

not be replaced, network

of packet-

networks.

appears as one hop (see figure below),

leave the IP-based network.

data

types of underlying

are made only when a packet moves across

from one type of data link to another. For example,

Net gateways

can be

and TCP/

and most inter-

are examples

decisions

an IP-based network

homogeneous

be required,

Since existing

network

routing

need

resources can be used very efficiently,
bidirectional

and the routing

network,

In

no gateways

functionality

of Media

Net

would not be used.

links.6 In any case, a packet is used as the lowest com-

mon denominator
divided

(IPC)

a junction

a circuit-

links. A T1 line carrying

into a client device is a unidirectional
process communication

Routing

to any of a

one end of the data link can only

arrive at the other end of the link.
unidirectional

the figure represent different

or circuit-switched.

since a byte stream may easily be

into packets.

Routing
Because apacket

of underlying

networks,

may travel through

Media Net defines its own independent
themany

different

several different

each with their own addressing

types

schemes,

address space. This hides

types of addresses inusefor

each type of data

link.
Each media net address is a 64-bit word that globally
fies an endpoint
directed

of communication,

edge in the network.

specifies

as a reply

6.3 Address

identi-

When

anode

an address which

Requisition

Routing

or node. The address maps to a

would

quickly

with a high rate of turnover,

data is sent (if the data link is bidirectional)

dynamically

The routing

problem

not.

is to find all of the intermediate

using dynamic

Thus, all routing

identify

Since this is a recursive

it needs to announce.7 Requesting

into a hierarchy

up

of subnets. Routers need only know how to reach

subnets. The knowledge
tributed throughout

of how to reach a particular

the system, rather than centrally

tables are managed

When a node is started, it must obtain a Media Net address to

links

the address space is divided

nightnme
in situations

address allocation.

between a sender and the end point of the link at the given address.
problem,

especially

where large numbers of client devices enter and leave the network

maps to the edge directed

back toward the sender. This may be the same link over which the
but is usually

become an administrative

if addresses had to be managed manually,

sends a message, it

itself. Alternatively,

it may have a well-known

the data links in the network

node is dis-

network

located in one

broadcast

place.

may be unidirectional,

(e.g. Ethernet

most cases (nor would

address that

an address is complicated
broadcast)

it be feasible

since

and physical

is not available

considering

the number

in
of

nodes in the network).

A prefix of the address is used to identify
the prefix,

the finer the granularity

arbitrarily

mapped to processes and machines.

a subnet. The longer

In order for a node to obtain

of the subnet. Subnets may be
For example,

know the data link through

a sin-

and the link

gle process, may own an entire subnet.

downstream

through

a Media

which

which

Net address, it must

it can reach an address server,

it expects

the response.

link is the one that is actually

The address request specifies the downstream
Iink specific manner. The problem
data link.

The information

able to complete

link in a data-

is to figure out how to get to that

provided

may not be sufficient

to be

the request. Often the address server that receives

the request is not connected directly

Gateway to
12.34.00.00
Subnet

The latter

assigned the address.

to the downstream

link.

T1 line
Subnet
12.34.56.79

In the figure above, node A needs to send a packet to the node
at address 12.34.12.22.
subnet 12.34.0.0,
net 12.34.12.0.
endpoint.

It first sends the packet to a gateway

which forwards

That gateway

for

the packet to a gateway for sub-

routes the packet to the destination

Note that an address really

identities

a particular

In the figure,

link,

specified
6. It may seem unusual to refer to any of these protocols
data link,

since they all involve
functionality.

that
device

as a

address

server

1 receives

an

over a serial line. The client

a T1 line as the downstream

line is not attached to the machine

link. Unfortunately,

the TI

where address server 1 is nm-

several layers of the 0S1

stack, but recall that Media Net does not replace existing
network

suppose

address request for a client

Thus, an IP-based network

7. In practice,

appears

well-known

addresses are used only for name

servers and system processes that must continue

as only one hop to Media Net.

even after a catastrophic
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to operate

failure of the name servers.

ning; it happens to be attached to a different

machine which is con-

nected to the first

server

via Ethernet.

address request over Ethernet

Address

1 forwards

to address server 2 which

an address and issues the response through

allocates

the downstream

must be used.
The principle

the
chan-

the round-trip

behind the solution

time-the

sent to when an acknowledgment
from the expected round-trip

nel.
Media

Net is able to forward

because gateways know

able bandwidth

address requests appropriately

Why

was received+iverges

is all this necessary? Because the address that is ulti-

without

connections,

the same round-trip

will

the other nodes in the network.

fies the appropriate

times

destination.

specified the serial line (now bidirectional)

as the downstream

link.

across individual

through

the network

tracking

Nor does it help any of

links.

This

information

is propagated

individual

information.

nodes to have

To avoid saturating

This time, address server 1 can assign an address itself since it is

network

messages, this information

is usually

connected

to the serial line. The client now has a second

backed inside data messages. As a benevolent

side effect

unrelated to the first. This leads to an important

propagation,

directly

address completely
point:

only an address server attached to the head of a link can

legitimately

assign an address for that link.

As a very

useful

side effect,

terms),

themselves

the appropriate

may

requisition

allocation

routing

entire

information

to enter

tables. Address

servers

subnets

from

larger-scale

address servers, thus serving to automate large amounts of network
administration.
6.4

spurious

fluctuations

in bandwidth

the popular

the much-hyped

information

press materializes

highway

What

matters is that a network

today

that enables

infrastructure

consumers

to gain

algorithms

which

provide

Messaging

in the home, along with software,

Network

links are assumed to have the usual array of prob-

a variation

of the traditional

high

distributed

client-server

lems: they can drop packets, deliver packets out of order, duplicate

depends on providing

a mix of current

packets or corrupt

music,

to generate

over such networks.

layer provides

Like

the network

transport layer does not replace or duplicate
Thus, if the network
vide reliability

link is actually

cheaply,

without

existing

reliable,

Media

reliable
layer, the

etc.) in order

applications.

These applications

functionality.

the system forms a complete

Net can pro-

information

using its own mechanism

on top

gathering

with

is unreliable,

revert to using its own reliability

then the

mechanisms

for that data.

applications,

Reliability

is implemented

acknowledgment

with

retransmission

ever, the characteristics
timeout.

All

using

a straightforward
on

a T1 line

of the bandwidth

until a user starts receiving

Server provides

may be available

At the other extreme,

available

MPEG

user who

by plugging
jumps

Oracle

in a

dramati-

Version

order to maintain
of solving

layer must be able to adapt to these changes in
reliable

these problems

existence of a connection.
is connectionless

and efficient
are ineffective

transport.

TCP/IP’s

means

(for reasons explained

below),

another solution

based data, the transport
“outside”

characteristics

of media-

of such data occurs effectively

of a Media Net data link. However,

its impact on

data transport is very real.
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the Media

Server

these applications
asymmetrical

the services architecture,

data access methods deliver

to
net-

an isochronous
an information-

to the consumer via RPC.

this release of the software.

Version

light-weight

authentication
networks.

in interactive
described

TV networks

above is part of

2 of Oracle Media

Net will

on a per message basis and

Version 2 of Oracle Media

an object brokering

capability

Server

from the server.
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8. Because of the special real-time

in which

news, games, research

across the complex

Everything

because they rely on the

Since most data traffic in these networks

shopping,

over both cable and ADSL.

will provide

and

a service framework

Net enables

Net exist today and are being deployed

provide

interactivity

1 of both the Oracle Media Server and Oracle Media

support for corporate

cally.
The transport

Media

transparently

rich environment

(movies,
visionary

on the design of the media-based

such as interactive

server and traditional

left for data

a PDA

moves from wireless to wire-base communication

communicate

more

an architecture

development,

to concentrate

works of today. Behind

for data traffic

with typical

consider

phone jack. In this case, the bandwidth

How-

1.5 megabits/see

video. Then, the bandwidth

server application

and education.

make it difficult

with

is suddenly reduced to less than 20 kilobits/sec
compression.8

strategy.

timeout

and usage of the network
Consider

positive

in

and filtering.

The Oracle Media

allows developers

in

will be designed and refined until

model of consumer

that supports

and at least one of those links
layer will

and
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7. Conclusion
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local access to trip estimate
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